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The National Culinary Review, January 2017
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WHAT MEDIA ARE SAYING

“The culinary scene on the Mississippi Gulf Coast is making waves. Given that the region produces 70% of the nation’s oysters and 69% of its 
domestic shrimp, seafood is a prime candidate for tables from Long Beach and Ocean Springs to the larger towns of Biloxi and Gulfport…With 
growth in the entertainment and business communities, restaurants are also bustling. The culinary choices are as diverse as the many 
coastal towns and cities. Diners can select from haute cuisine to down-home cooking. As chefs gravitate to the area, many appreciate the 
opportunity to establish relationships with local fishermen, farmers and brewers.”

- Deborah Grossman, The National Culinary Review 

“The Gulf of Mexico is America’s breadbasket for many types of seafood, especially oysters and shrimp, for which it is arguably the world’s premier 
supplier of the sweet, wild caught white variety. Mississippi’s Gulf Coast, with its 26 miles of continuous broad sandy beach, casinos, 
museums, restaurants, fishing and golf courses, is among the top vacation destinations on this body of water. Beach Blvd Steamer, a local 
seafood-oriented eatery at the Island View Casino Resort in Gulfport, Miss., combines several of the area’s top appeals: one of the finest casino 
hotels (complete with golf course), Gulf views and ultra-fresh seafood prepared in regional styles.” 

- Larry Olmsted, USA TODAY online 

“Seaside allure gets muddled with artistic soul in this groovy southern town that you'd probably just drive right past on your way to New 
Orleans if you weren't in the know (most aren't). While in town, you can relax with your posse during a restorative class at Treehouse Yoga, which 
offers just as much whimsical and free-flowing fun as its name might hint at. It would also be an excellent idea to sign everyone up for a day of TLC at 
Spa at the Bay, but if time is tight, take the road less traveled and opt for an unforgettable boat excursion, checking out the harbor and surrounding 
bayous, with the help of Solar Boat Tours.” 

- Perri O. Blumberg, Cosmopolitan, Country Living and Woman’s Day 
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Coast Champions

28 Trainings with 613 graduates!


